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<<< WARNING >>>

This game is still in development
Play at your own risk



About YATC

Your job is to wipe out a pesky virus colony with a set of capsules.

Bart helps you out by kicking a capsule into the bottle which then starts to fall down.

Manipulate the capsule by moving it left or right and turning it.

Line up four or more colored objects and they will dissappear.



Controls

Keys
<left arrow> move capsule left
<right arrow> move capsule right
<up arrow> turn capsule (clockwise ?)
<down arrow> drop capsule

l next level

+ speed up
- slow down

<esc> hides the game (turning it into a nice, unobtrusive, generic icon that no 
one will ever notice)

There are other keys that do things, but I forget what they are.



Preferences

Wouldn't it be nice if there were preferences to set ?

Difficulty:
Beginner
Intermediate
Expert

CheckBoxes
Sound turn annoying noises on/off

Edit Boxes
Level starting level



Credits

Windows 3.0 Version:Robert Donner

Visual Consultant: Larry Houch
Marketing and Bitching: David Shulman

Distribution by: DUFF Software
Testing by: ?????
YATC is in no way related to any Russian Game or something called Dr.Mario



RobD: The Guy who did all the work
"I'm working on it!"



DavidSh: Where is my name ?
"I'm going to get credit. Right?"



LarryH: Insert clever remark here
"Do I know you people?"



Testers: Insert your name here.



DUFF software is another group of weird programmers just having fun.
It is not associated in any way with Bogus software.
The name was reportedly chosen to honor a famous brand of beer, but there are rumors it 
also stands for    Developers United to Fight Fish.



Dr.Mario will soon be available on the Nintendo Entertainment System.for the incredibly low price of only $34.95


